global artisans
& colour specialists

designed by
nature
A

closer look
fine flooring & finishing

TIME CAPSULE EFFECT

We create special patinas and natural colours through a
variety of studied organic compositions that are exclusive
to RFC.
Our secret organic formulas are designed to react with
the tannin acid that exists naturally within the timber,
allowing us to create a time capsule effect that speeds up
the natural ageing process.
This aesthetic is achieved as the wood structures
organically react and change colour within.

MEET THE FOUNDER
& CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Owner and creator Robert J Henry began his
journey into wood by restoring antique Victorian
and Georgian pine floorboards for bespoke projects
in London. Soon after, he began reclaiming beams
from the historic cotton mills of Manchester, which
proved to be as much about fascination as it was
preservation.
From these small beginnings came an eco-epiphany
and the idea of RFC took root. Collectively with
his brother Thomas M Henry, RFC was founded in
2006 and a new curiosity emerged.
The natural progression from reclaimed timbers
to tailor-made floorboards expanded the RFC
brand to include both authentic reclaimed, replica
reclaimed, and specialised new wood. An innovative
range of surfaces incorporates both antique and
contemporary design concepts blending rich
history, new technology, and an unrestricted
approach to creativity and craft.
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closer look
our collections

DRIFTWOOD EXPRESS

PA N E L S & PA RQ U E T

RECLAIMED WOOD

WALL CLADDING

G R A N D E R E S TO R AT I O N

TA I LO R M A D E PAT I N A S

Organic and Tactile

Distinctive and Geometric

Timeless Legacy

Statement Walls

Traditional Surfaces

Contemporary Colours

The Driftwood collection was
inspired by stories of lost voyages,
misty seas, and passionate explorers.
Shades of ocean greys, blacks, and
whites combine to create a bespoke
colour range reminiscent of wood that
has drifted from the far corners of
the ocean.

As a long-standing symbol of
craftsmanship and design, there
is no greater statement floor than
parquet. The most popular parquet
patterns are herringbone, chevron,
and strip oak flooring and are all laid
in individual pieces which then have
a border constructed around them
using the same blocks or planks that
are finished in the same colour.

The inherent beauty of an aged
piece of wood is central to this
collection and indeed the heart of
The Reclaimed Flooring Company.
We see reclaimed materials as
authentic and noble vessels that
are based on the honesty of
their origins.

Wall cladding creates an instant and
unforgettable statement.

The most distinctive feature in this
collection is the surface undulation
typical of grand, ancient European
floors. Drawing on this beauty and
tradition we have created the Grande
Restoration collection to embody
all the elements of a truly luxurious
oak floor. Small board cracks, select
knots, and occasional soft band saw
marks are subtle variations exhibited
in this timeless collection.

Our largest selection of colours
for both contemporary and antique
spaces. This collection is all about
personalities
and
the
balance
between the character of a colour and
the interior elements that surround
it. Specialist patinas created through
the layering of organic compounds
reveal a true depth of feeling unseen
in flat commercial washes.

MORE COLLECTIONS AVAILABLE. PLEASE REFER TO WEBSITE.

Available in a variety of tones and
textures, wall cladding is an easy and
creative solution for any interior.

WE ARE THE ORIGINAL WOOD FLOORING PIONEERS OF CLERKENWELL

Based in London’s design and artisan community in Clerkenwell, we’re fortunate to count amongst our
neighbours here at RFC some of the leading architects and designers in the UK, with over 2000 within 1
square mile. All 15 minutes’ walk from our showroom.
Working in Clerkenwell for the last 7 years has allowed us to be at the vanguard of the newest colouring
and surface trends.

we realise the importance of
consistency with samples, this
is why we offer our clients the
longest hand samples in the
industry. 400mm long!

400

mm
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staircases & mouldings

2. Stair material is available to match the majority of our wood floors.
3. We offer both contemporary and traditional nosing styles.
4. Stairs are either constructed using our finest engineered platforms or solid wood.
Construction will vary depending on nosing types.
5. Stairs are offered exclusively as a compliment to floors made by The Reclaimed and New
Flooring Company.
Mouldings

STAIRCASE AND MOULDINGS
Details:

The Reclaimed and New Flooring Company realises the
1. Stair
& stair cladding are available in a variety of construction types and styles.
importance of close collaboration in all areas
of project
2.
Stair
material
is available to match the majority of our wood floors.
specification and design. For this reason, we offer
the
3. We
both contemporary and traditional nosing styles.
opportunity to customise stairs to complement
oroffer
match
4. Stairs are either constructed using our finest engineered platforms or solid wood.
our wood flooring.
Details:

Available in various moulding options, our precision milled
Mouldings use the same organic compounds and treatments
as our floors. By matching the patina of the floor and
moulding, we can create a seamless transition in every space.
20/21mm Ramp

20/21mm Bull Nose

20mm Stop End

16mm Ramp

16mm Bull Nose

16mm Stop End

20/21mm Square Nosing

20/21mm ‘T’ Bar

Construction will vary depending on nosing types.
5. Stairs are offered exclusively as a compliment to floors made by The Reclaimed and New
Flooring Company.

1. Stairs and claddings are available in a variety of
Details:
construction types and styles.

1. Stairis&available
stair cladding
are the
available
in aofvariety
2. Stair material
to match
majority
our of construction types and styles.
2. Stair material is available to match the majority of our wood floors.
wood floors.

3. We offer both contemporary and traditional nosing styles.
3. We offer
both are
contemporary
and traditional
nosing
4. Stairs
either constructed
using our
finest engineered platforms or solid wood.
styles.
Construction will vary depending on nosing types.
The Reclaimed
Reclaimed and
5. Stairs are offered exclusively as a compliment to floors made by The
and New
NewFlooring Company | www.reclaimedflooringco.us | +1 (424) 395-8398
4. Stairs are either constructed using our finest engineered
Flooring Company.
platforms or solid wood.
Construction will vary depending on nosing types.
5. Stairs are offered exclusively to enhance floors made by
The Reclaimed and New Flooring Company.

The Reclaimed and New Flooring Company | www.reclaimedflooringco.us | +1 (424) 395-8398

16mm Square Nosing

The Reclaimed and New Flooring Company | www.reclaimedflooringco.us | +1 (424) 395-8398

16mm ‘T’ Bar

behind the scenes

production manager
happy neil barrel
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sustainability

WE ARE TIMBER NEUTRAL

WE PLANT TREES ON YOUR BEHALF

A PLEDGE FU LFILLED WITH EV ER Y 10M 2 YOU PU RCH A SE

WE ARE PURVEYORS OF SUSTAINABLE LIVING

Central London, UK
64 Clerkenwell Road
London, EC1M 5PX, UK
+44 (0) 207 250 1108
info@reclaimedflooringco.com
California, USA
8383 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 800
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
+1 (424) 395-8398
fiona@reclaimedflooringco.us

London, Manchester, Sweden, Beverly Hills, Los Angeles
www.reclaimedflooringco.com | +44 (0) 207 250 1108

